Company: AKTRION SRL ROMANIA
Short description of company: We offer fully managed support services, providing seamless
integration into processes for the automotive industry worldwide. We deliver proactive quality,
environmental and safe working policies alongside procedure adherence in service delivery and
processes management. Our focus layered audits drive continual improvement and ensure bestin-class service provision. Our diverse service scope ranges from simple robust concern
containment, though product inspection, rework, rectification and verification to complex lean /
Six Sigma engineered problem resolution with value added process efficiency and product
quality optimization. We are established automotive specialists in both rapid response reactive
concern management and proactive people and process business development solutions.
International presence: Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Russia, Thailand, Turkey, USA, Austria,
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain,
Sweden and U.K.
Candidate profile: We are looking for two Mechanical Engineers that are willing to relocate in
South Korea and Taiwan for determinate period (3 to 6 months) and work as Resident Engineers.
The candidates should speak, write and understand English at advanced level and they should
have a good professional experience in automotive area.
Job description: You’ll work as a Resident Engineer. As resident you’ll represent a supplier in
front of their client. You’ll have to send daily reports, to ensure the quality of your supplier
products, to verify the products, to stay in permanent contact with the supplier and the client, to
ensure the logistic. You’ll be the image of your supplier in front of their client.
Provide proactive and reactive quality and engineering support for launch phase and serial
production phase.
Proactive: Anticipation of potential issues before occurrence requiring good regular
communication with supplier plant to understand the build quality.
Reactive: When the issue is not an anticipated a fast response in line with the G8D process.
Available to the customer and to supplier Plant via mobile phone when needed. Messages should
be regularly checked and a timely response provided.

Please send your CV on the following e-mail address: romania@aktrion.com.

